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Synopsis
Yappo is a research output created by the illustrator and
researcher Iro Tsavala in collaboration with author Henry
Martin. The research comprises an illustrated book and two
exhibitions.

research/drawing walks in the Scottish Highlands and provided
the viewer with an insight into the developmental stages of the
project, in addition to creating a more immersive experience of
the story’s world.

Yappo tells the story of a nameless, mostly silent man, who
protects a small plant as he walks through the wilderness.
During his travels, he meets a milliner, a butcher, a dog and
a mermaid, each of whom requests a leaf from his plant. The
man refuses to comply, muttering ‘Yappo’. The book rejects
easy categorization, causing the reader to question whether it
is a novel, a picture book, both, or neither.

As discussed in a peer-reviewed journal article, ‘Book journey:
an illustrator and a writer discuss their collaboration’, Tsavala
and Martin investigate the parallel development of text and
images as a new method of constructing narrative, reflecting
on the research. This method entails the deconstruction of a
direct message, presenting a poetic and open-ended storyline
that allows for the reader’s input into the meaning of the work.

In both the book and exhibitions, Tsavala used the journey
through landscape to suggest mood and emotion, allowing for
different interpretations of text and images by each reader.
The exhibitions, at the Poetry Society and Dromineer Literary
Festival, combined framed images with an installation of
sculptures. These were objects collected during Tsavala’s

The supporting portfolio includes evidence of the research
aims, context and processes which led to new insights. It is
illustrated throughout with images featured in the book and
exhibitions. The portfolio also includes a PDF of the book.
The journal article is appended for context, reflecting on the
research process.
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Research Questions
and Aims
Research questions:

Can an artist and a writer jointly develop a narrative where
image and text mutually evolve?
Can this process result in a narrative that is both coherent and
maintains the voices of the individuals?
If so, what benefits would there be for the individual practices
and artforms?

Research aims:

To explore how a writer and an artist can jointly develop
content, a process that challenges the illustration discipline
that remains at the mercy of trends, editorial themes, and
methods that very often restrict creativity.
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Context
As an author-illustrator Tsavala works with text, both her own
and other authors’, with the aim of making words and images
interact with each other in playful ways. Her work is influenced
by contemporary thinking around illustration research, such
as John Vernon Lord’s discussion of the requirement of an
illustrator to honour the text without the need to ‘reinforce
a viewer’s expectation of the text’ (Lord in Braund, 2012).
According to this school of thought, the role of the image
does not need to be functional or subservient to the narrative.
Steve Braund (2012) has also drawn attention to the role of
the ‘authorial illustrator’, a classification that is employed as a
means of exploring and discussing ‘areas where the illustrator
creates, originates or personally influences the content of
the communication’. With the collaborative project Yappo,
Tsavala attempted to create images that exist poetically and
independently alongside author Henry Martin’s text.
Yappo considers not only the role of illustrator and author, but
also the role of the reader. In his essay ‘The book as symbolic
object’ Regis Debray (1995) considers the reader ‘a second
writer and active partner. He can enter into the landscape
of meaning and modify his architecture as he wishes. Once
monologue, the text becomes dialogue’. In Yappo, Tsavala
and Martin attempt to establish a dialogue with the reader by
creating a balance between textual ambiguity and visual clues
and vice versa.
The research thus builds upon the ways in which poets and
artists have sought to develop joint forms of expression in the
past and considers how the construction of meaning can be
dependent on interpretation and individual experience. Such
an approach is articulated within the opening pages of Ralentir
Travaux, as André Breton (1990) introduces his collection of
collaborative poetry with René Char and Paul Éluard with
the following: ‘Everybody has seen a table but when we say

table the trouble is that right now this table is for M. Breton a
café table (because he drinks), for M. Char a gambling table
(because he does not gamble), for M. Éluard an operating table
(because this morning he passed by the Place de l’Opéra). If
any one of these gentlemen says table, you see what comes
of it’.
This approach to the active role of the reader has also been
enacted within Leanne Shapton’s (2009) Important Artifacts
and Personal Property from the Collection of Lenore Doolan
and Harold Morris. Telling a love story through an invented
auction catalogue, Shapton invites the reader to piece together
and interpret the fragments of narrative that accompany each
object, offering clues on the progress of a failing relationship.
The desire to allow the reader/viewer a creative role is one of
the defining concepts of Yappo’s collaborative process and
of the final product and exhibition. Yappo – both in terms of
image and text – would mean something different to each
reader, who brings their own sensibility, memories and visual
lexicon to the experience.
REFERENCES
Braund, S., Morgan, C. and Osmond, M. eds. (2012) The
Authorial Illustrator: 10 Years of the Falmouth Illustration Forum.
Atlantic Press.
Breton, A., René Char and Paul Éluard (1930; 1990) Ralentir
Travaux: Slow Under Construction. Cambridge, MA: Exact
Change Press.
Debray R. (1995) ‘Dematerialization and Desecration — The
Book as a Symbolic Object’. Le Débat 86 (4), pp. 14-21. DOI:
10.3917/deba.086.0014.
Shapton, L. (2009) Important Artifacts and Personal Property
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London: Bloomsbury.
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Research Methods
and Process
The collaboration began when writer Henry Martin gave
Tsavala a draft poem called Yappo. Through a series of
exchange exercises each then altered the narrative’s direction
through their medium; Martin responded in writing to Tsavala’s
visuals and Tsavala responded with imagery. The process
continued until the artists were ready to edit the collected
material jointly. Surrendering authorial control was a departure
for each of the artists but Martin and Tsavala wanted to
establish their ‘narrative’ through mutual influence. This
meant that both words and images were equal in narrative
importance, with the further implication that this would invite
an alternative reading experience between text and image.
The initial text prompted Tsavala to create work on location
in the Scottish Highlands as the landscape resonates with the
tone the text creates. The objective was to retain a strong
tactile quality. Tsavala conducted preliminary visual research
in different Scottish Highlands locations and further developed
the collected material through printmaking and drawing
techniques. Tsavala used walking and the idea of the journey
to gather visual references, building upon a tradition of artists
who have woven the act of walking into the creative process,
such as the Japanese poet Matsuo Bashō. For Tsavala, these
walks provided a metaphorical way of communicating the
ideas of adventure, isolation and silence that are discussed in
the narrative.
Yappo unfolds in a land somewhere between the real and the
fantastic, so despite the influence of Scotland on the work,
Tsavala’s aim was not to create imagery descriptive only of
the Highlands. Instead, she wanted to work with the unique
elements of the landscape to create metaphors, placing the
man’s character in a plausible yet otherworldly land. In this,

Tsavala creates a cinematic experience, giving or withholding
visual information.
The resulting images in Yappo are largely devoid of people,
yet there are hints of human presence through human-made
structures and technology: an aeroplane, telephone poles,
a washing line, etc. These images suggest a distance from
society but not complete disengagement, creating a welcome
visual dialogue between the imaginary and the real which is
echoed in the text. The images also feature monoprints and
frottage, direct and physical mark-making: an attempt to
reference the experience of a) the journey, b) observing and
walking the land, and c) leaving physical traces behind.
The two artists tested ways to juxtapose these images and the
text, creating a dialogue with each other and with the reader.
In this way, it was possible to create innovative storytelling
combinations, where words can say one thing and images
purposefully hint at another. They also experimented with
the pages’ rhythm and pace to not only explore the theme of
pilgrimage but to create a sense of either distance or closeness
for the reader depending on their interpretation.
Although Tsavala and Martin surrendered authorial control of
meaning, they formally controlled the design and production
which has an impact on the reading experience. For example,
the book’s size, how tactile and thin the paper is, how much
text goes on each page, and how much reading time each
spread commands, are ways that a reader’s experience can be
subtly manipulated. The book can appear deceptively simple
but presents exciting possibilities when the reader assumes
a more active role. Yappo is an interactive object where the
reader’s sensibility and handling dictate part of the experience.

Yappo development: artist’s photographs

Yappo development: artist’s photographs

Yappo development: artist’s photographs and drawings

Yappo development: artist’s photographs and drawings
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Research Contribution,
Dissemination and
Recognition
Research contribution and
insights:

Through Yappo, the authors establish a dialogue with the
reader by surrendering authorial control of meaning but
formally controlling the design and production as an essential
part of the reading experience. The reader is invited to pay
attention to the pauses, quiet moments, and the things that
are left unsaid, to contemplate, speculate, and delve into the
book’s philosophy.
The research is thus a new entry in a field which rarely breaks
from established and restricted methods of creativity. In
particular, the combination of the collaborative process with
the ambiguous narrative and illustration mark a development in
illustration research surrounding the role of the reader.

Dissemination details:

BOOK
Limited edition, 300 copies
EXHIBITIONS
‘Yappo’, Said the Man, The Poetry Society, Covent Garden,
London
The venue supports visual arts, poetry, readings & critical
discussions and is supported by the Arts Council England.
Sixty guests attended the private view. The exhibition was
attended by approximately 30 - 40 visitors per day over six
weeks.
Yappo exhibition at Dromineer Literary Festival 2018.
This Festival has brings together writers and readers, nurturing
and celebrating creative expression. Approximately 200
people had access to the exhibition over the weekend. 1,500
brochures and 40 posters were printed and distributed,
featuring the artwork.
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Research Contribution,
Dissemination and
Recognition
Further dissemination:

CONFERENCE
‘Yappo’ in Shaping the View: Understanding Landscape
Through Illustration
A practice-based presentation/discussion between the writer
Henry Martin and illustrator Iro Tsavala concerning their
collaborative project Yappo, at that point a work-in-progress
(https://ir7shapingtheviewspeakers.wordpress.
com/2016/09/06/iro-tsavala/).

Follow-on activities:

ARTICLES
‘Book journey: An illustrator and a writer discuss their
collaboration’.
In this peer reviewed article for the Journal of Illustration,
Tsavala and Martin articulate the research content and
processes at length (https://doi.org/10.1386/jill.5.1.157_7).
‘Yappo: a book about a man and a plant – interview’.
In this interview both Tsavala and Martin expand upon the
collaborative processes which led to Yappo, and Tsavala
discusses her particular methods for the illustrations.
Since its launch in 2013, the Planthunter has grown an
international reputation for its commitment to communicating
the natural world’s importance through storytelling (https://
theplanthunter.com.au/artdesign/yappo-book-man-plant/).
BOOK EVENT
Tsavala participated in the Bristol Artist’s Book Event in
March 2019, the seventh biennial festival featuring the work
of bookmakers and small presses from around the world. A
selection of Yappo illustrations was exhibited.
PUBLICATION
Tsavala was then invited to contribute artwork for Volume 13
No 2 of the peer-reviewed Blue Notebook. The work submitted
was the result of the research in preparation for Yappo.

Yappo book

Yappo book

‘Yappo’, Said the Man, exhibition at
the Poetry Society.
Objects collected during the
research/drawing walks in the
Scottish Highlands.

Yappo artwork in Volume 13 No 2 of
the peer reviewed publication the
Blue Notebook.
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